From 16 – 19 Dec 2020, T:>Works
presents How To Break A Window. Expect
a series of digital and hybrid productions, live
staged readings and conversations on digital
performance, featuring the brilliant winners
of the 24-Hour Playwriting Competition
2020.
How To Break A Window is a nod to
the ingenuity of the featured playwrights,
who approached the 24-Hour Playwriting
Competition’s 2020 stimulus ‘Window’ with
such pathos and creativity, akin to breaking
a window in order to discover a new world.

“In this uncertain time when fullypacked theatre halls may not return to us
in the immediate future, How To Break A
Window is our attempt to reimagine theatre
in an ever-changing world. With the return of
a limited live engagement, T:>Works wishes
to celebrate liveness with its audiences, in
combination with digitalised performances.
The physical gathering allows us to engage
in different dialogues face to face beyond
the comfort zone of the digitalised realm.
With How To Break A Window, T:>Works
will instead forge forward in challenging
previously held notions of performance
writing, methods of performance, strategies
of craft, and, stretching the capacity of the
audience to experience art in new ways.”
Noorlinah Mohamed, who
conceptualises and helms
How To Break A Window

READ MORE HERE

SCHEDULE
$10

$20

HOWTOBREAKAWINDOW.PEATIX.COM

TADKA
DIGITAL PRODUCTION
WRITTEN BY: CAROLYN CAMOENS
DIRECTED BY: JASMINE NG
PERFORMED BY: AISWARYA NAIR
Tadka is the story of
life when life gets in the
way. Geeta tries to create
a space for herself, while
she settles into her new life
in Singapore. While trying
to teach the recipe for her
chicken curry, she has to
contend with multiple other
demands on her time, with
distractions forcing her to
confront new realities, while
also revisiting some beloved
memories.
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Carolyn Camoens is a storyteller by craft and
communicator by profession. She has written for page,
stage and screen. As a communications professional,
she has consulted for the world’s leading brands across
sectors. Carolyn is an advocate for the power of stories
to transform the way we engage, inspire and transform.
She is happy reading a great story but happier still when
she is shaping one – for clients, readers or audiences.

Jasmine Ng is a filmmaker who tells stories across
platforms, from film to television, to theatre and sitespecific installations. She has conceptualised crossdisciplinary works, with installation projects in various
public spaces in Singapore. Being an advocate for the
film and arts community, and the creative industry,
she co-founded the Singapore Association of Motion
Picture Professionals and is now the current president.

Aiswarya Nair has been performing from a
young age in school plays back in India. She is also a
trained dancer in Indian classical forms. She rekindled
her passion for acting in mid-2014, after attending
some acting workshops. She has quit her career as
an IT professional to pursue acting full time. She is a
multilingual actor and has since acted in various theatre
productions in English, Hindi, Tamil and Malayalam
Languages. She has appeared in various TV series
and Government commercials. She has also been part
of award-winning short films and won awards for her
performances.

THE
CORRESPONDENCE
DIGITAL PRODUCTION
WRITTEN BY: SARAH ZAFIRAH
DIRECTED BY: KAYLENE TAN
PERFORMED BY: PETER YU AND
THEO CHEN
The Correspondence is
about the fraught relationship
between the protagonist,
Hal, and his father Adam.
Juggling familial expectations
and a personal transition into
adulthood, Hal struggles to
understand the parent, who
he slowly finds to be strangely
similar to himself. Upon receiving
news of his father’s death, the
young man is confronted with
unfinished business in the midst
of disconcerting grief. Presented
through a series of memories
and a non-linear timeline,
Hal attempts to reconcile his
perception of his father with his
own difficult reality.
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Sarah Zafirah is a Year 5 student in the
International Baccalaureate Program at St. Joseph’s
Institution. She inhales both donuts and the written
word. Having become rather acquainted with the ‘O’
Level Drama syllabus in her alma mater, CHIJ Katong
Convent, Sarah hopes to become more involved in
the Singaporean theatre scene. Her hobbies include
regular cat- cuddling, reading up on social issues that
she is passionate about, and of course, writing. She
hopes that her creations can serve as an insight into
the mind of a teenager living in uncertain times, seeking
answers to unknown questions.

Kaylene Tan writes across media for theatre, film
and television. As director of performance company
spell#7, she has been commissioned by arts institutions
(Esplanade – Theatres on the Bay, National Gallery
Singapore) and festivals (Singapore Arts Festival,
Singapore Biennale, Georgetown Festival) and
collaborated with numerous independent companies
and artists. Her headphone theatre production of “In
the Silence of Your Heart” (Esplanade Studios) won
Best Sound Design at the 2018 Life! Theatre Awards.
Recent works include “Missing”, co-written with
filmmaker, K. Rajagopal (Page to Stage, Arts House);
and “Lost Cinema” (Brian Gothong Tan), which was
screened on Esplanade’s Offstage site in June 2020.

Peter Yu (Yu Hongrong) is a veteran Singaporean
actor who was awarded the prestigious Star Award for
broadcast TV. Having played in many award-winning
television series since the early nineties, Peter has
amassed an impressive body of work, ranging all
genres, and is well-loved by his fans who have grown
up watching him over the years. More recently, he has
ventured into films and starred in the short film “For We
Are Strangers” (2015), which premiered at the 20th
Busan International Film Festival. “A Land Imagined”
(2018) is his debut role in a feature film.

PETER YU
Theo Chen is a theatre practitioner currently in
National Service. He has performed in Ionesco’s “The
Lesson”, “The Laramie Project”, “The Normal Heart”,
and “The Vagina Monologues” - also directing the latter
two. He co-artistic directed the all-night arts festival
Nuit Blanche, and is currently working on a one-on-one
piece, “Nights ago when I felt Blue”, for performance
next year. In 2020, he started a playwriting collective
(@playwrightscommune) to develop new work for the
stage. He is honoured to be working with T:>Works.

THEO CHEN

THIRD EYE
HYBRID PERFORMANCE
WRITTEN BY: WONG CHEN SEONG
DIRECTED BY: CASEY LIM
PERFORMED BY: LOONG SENG ONN
Rating: Advisory 16
(Some Mature Content)
After years of living
abroad, Seong has been
asked to return home to be
with his family when his father
takes ill. Upon his arrival in
Singapore, he has to stay in
quarantine before he can go
home. In isolation, he soon
realises that he is not alone in
his hotel room – whether with
his own thoughts, memories
or ghosts from the past or
present. Does having a third
eye mean never being able to
have solitude or peace?
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Wong Chen Seong started writing in secondary
school and is a proud alumnus of the TheatreWorks’
Writers’ Lab Greenhouse. In the years since his last
produced work during the inaugural Singapore Theatre
Festival in 2006, he has focused his energies on his
other life as an infectious diseases and HIV physician.
Chen Seong remains fascinated by themes of memory
and otherness, and creating mythologies where they
might not yet exist.

Trained in music and photography, Casey Lim is
an actor, director, digital video and sound artist. Casey
was the Associate Artistic Director of TheatreWorks
(1999). He co-founded Checkpoint Theatre and
was the Co-Artistic Director from 2003 to 2007.
He also served as a panel member in the Singapore
Arts Festival’s Programme Advisory Committee from
2003 to 2006. He was the creative director for the
Army Museum Object Theatre in 2007, and was the
multimedia consultant for SAF’s NS45 island-wide
exhibitions in 2012. In 2014, he co-founded Centre 42
and is now running Centre 42 as the executive director
supporting the independent artists and art groups.

Having recently retired, Loong Seng Onn
anxiously spends his days waiting by his phone, hoping
for acting gigs to come his way. He has been dabbling in
theatre since the eighties when he first discovered that
it was possible to trade-in his boring existence for that
of some infinitely more colourful character on stage.
Ever since then, he has been persuading his assorted
bosses that his involvement in theatre was important/
relevant/useful to his day job. His favourite productions
include “A Language of Their Own”, “Three Children”,
“Lao Jiu” and “Beauty World”.

La Façade
LIVE STAGED READING
WRITTEN BY: BERNADETTE KOH
DIRECTED BY: NOORLINAH MOHAMED
PERFORMED BY: CAROLINE
FERNANDEZ, TEJAS HIRAH,
SANJANA LAKSHMI
RATING: GENERAL
A family lives in a city
where curtains are not allowed.
Windows of homes are left
unblocked so that officials
may visit at different intervals
to check on the residents’
safety and well-being. “It’s for
the citizens’ protection,” says
the mother. But the children,
Julian and Winnie, do not think
so. Find out what happens to
their lives as one of the children
decide to put up curtains
on their window in an act of
defiance.
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Bernadette Koh is a Year 3 student from the
School of the Arts (SOTA), specialising in theatre. Her
performance roles include the voice of Wheelabelle
in the Year 5 film production of “Wheeliam” as well
as roles in school productions of “Drunken Prawns”
(Desmond Sim), “Doors” (Suzan Zeder) and “The
Coffin Is Too Big For The Hole” (Kuo Pao Kun). She is
currently supplementing her theatrical studies through
the LAMDA programme at Pangdemonium and seeks
to develop her skills as a playwright and actress.

An award-winning actress of stage, television, and
film, Noorlinah Mohamed has worked in Asia, Europe,
and the United States. She is also a teaching artist,
and a consultant in arts pedagogy with a Ph.D. in Arts
Education from the University of Warwick. Noorlinah is
a recipient of the JCCI Cultural Award (2008) and the
Women’s Weekly Women of our Time Award (2005)
for her contributions to the arts. In 2019, she was one
of the featured women artists in TheatreWorks’ 2019
season of Women & Voice.

Caroline Fernandez has been having an
unrequited love affair with local theatre since 1990.
These days, she sings, dances and acts for her three
cats, Snowy, Georgy Girl and Flynn instead. They too
remain unimpressed.
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Tejas Hirah is a 21-year-old theatre practitioner
who has been studying and performing theatre for seven
years. He is an alumni of SOTA’s theatre programme
and is now pursuing a BA (Hons) in Acting at Lasalle.
Being of mixed heritage, Tejas is extremely passionate
about telling stories pertaining to identity and what it
means to be a Singaporean in the 21st century. As
an alumni, he is delighted and proud to be reading a
winning script by his junior.

Sanjana Lakshmi is 15 years old and has enjoyed
performing from a young age. She currently studies at
SOTA and has done a few productions over the years.
This opportunity has presented her with a chance to
work with and learn from seasoned professionals and
new voices alike. She hopes to continue learning and
developing along the way.
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ONTHAKAN THE BLUE HOUR
LIVE STAGED READING
WRITTEN BY: RAJKUMAR THIAGARAS
DIRECTED BY: KAYLENE TAN
PERFORMED BY: JAISILAN
SATHIASILAN & SALIF HARDIE
Rating: Advisory 16
(Some Mature Content)
During the height of Covid-19,
when a quarantined world rests on
uncertainty, two former university
mates spend an unassuming hour
on Zoom as they reconnect over
their love for literature. As time
closes in on them, will an Indian man
from Singapore and a Thai man
from another world be able to deal
with their past, and their feelings
for one another, before the hour is
up? Onthakan – The Blue Hour
explores the pathos of physical and
metaphysical distances as two lost
souls pine for a connection across
an unsurmountable divide between
time and space.
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Rajkumar (Raj) Thiagaras is a bilingual actor and
playwright. Notable playwriting credits include “Chandramukhi,
On the Street of Calcutta” (Avant Theatre) and “Ashes,
Ashes” (Toy Factory). He has also written and performed
autobiographical monologues such as The Patient (Avant
Theatre) and Aishwarya (Kris P Production). His short story,
The White Lotus: Sinking to the Bottom was published in
the anthology In This Desert, There Were Seeds by Ethos
Books and Margaret River Press. Raj is currently a member
of the Brown Voices playwriting collective and is part of The
Playwrights’ Cove mentorship programme under the tutelage
of Haresh Sharma (The Necessary Stage).

JAISILAN
SATHIASILAN

Jaisilan Sathiasilan is an actor by night/doctor by day. The
dream to pursue both passions was ignited when he watched
a play at age six. He was last seen in the radioplay “Hook And
Eye” (The Second Breakfast Company) and “Locker Room God
for Pathey Nimidam” in Kalaa Utsavam 2020. He is a member
of the Brown Voices playwriting collective that aims to write
more Indian narratives. His first written piece “Bread Tags”,
a dementia themed 10 minute play debuted at Late Night
Texting 2019. His works on stage include “Exit” (Dramabox)
2018 edition directed by Rei Poh and “Excavations” directed by
Hui Ling. He can be easily kidnapped with a trail of chocolate
cakes/brownies.

SALIF HARDIE

Salif Hardie was born in Singapore and is of Australian
and Malay descent. As a child actor, he performed in Wild Rice’s
2005 pantomime, “OI! Sleeping Beauty!” and was also part of the
leading cast in two children’s programmes on national television.
He pursued his formal training at LASALLE College of the Arts
Singapore in the BA (hons) Acting programme. Salif has, since
graduation, quickly become actively involved in the Singapore
scene, performing in both English and Malay, whilst constantly
searching for international opportunities. His stage and screen
credits include: Metellus Cimber in “Julius Caesar” (Singapore
Repertory Theatre); Prentiss in “Peter and the Starcatcher”
(Pangdemonium); Jaden in “Lion Mums 3” (Mediacorp,
Channel 5) and Johan in “Azam & Johan” (Mediacorp, Suria).
His international credits include: “The Man in Xalisco, a Place”
(Festival Internacional Cervantino 2019, Mexico); Waiter in an
episode during Season 3 of “Westworld” (HBO).

COLLABORATORS
HEI STUDIO

AARON ANG

CLARE CHONG

MOIRA LOH

Hei Studio produces original content from commercials, narrative short films,
documentaries, music videos, video installations and photography. It highlights working with
creatives from various art forms – literature, dance, music, theatre, visual arts – presenting
multidisciplinary performances, exhibitions, and films as a key direction. To the founders of
Hei Studio, Clare Chong and Aaron Andrew Ang, ideas want to evolve, and its process is
innately collaborative. Hence, Clare and Aaron seek to support artists and filmmakers through
an open co- development process that places ideas at the heart of their creation. Hei Studio
is the film collaborator for The Correspondence and Third Eye (Part 1).

JAMES KHOO

James Khoo is the director of
Pangolin Films, which specialises in creative
trailers and multimedia work. Apart from
being a renowned performance archivist
in Singapore, James’ company is also a
social enterprise that works on content
dealing with social and environmental
issues. James creates the camera edits for
Third Eye (Part 2).

HANAFI
HAFFIDZ

Hanafi Haffidz is a
documentary filmmaker with
a keen interest in topics on
consciousness and the true
meaning of self. When not
behind the lens, he tinkers with
DIY electronics projects and
terrorises his three cats. Hanafi
is the camera director of Tadka.
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